The Christian Family Movement

Connected Christian Living: Finding Solitude and
Giving Our Full Attention in a Networked World
PART 1 OF 3

Sign of the Cross
Mark your time together as sacred by beginning in the name of the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit.

Opening Prayer
Lord God,
We offer You our time together.
May our spirits find rest in You.
May our words flow from You.
May our actions glorify You.
May our families grow closer to You.
In Christ’s name, Amen.

Scripture Reflection
Be still and know that I am God. —Psalm 46:10

About this Meeting:

This meeting examines
the effects of new
technologies (including
mobile devices) on our
prayer life and important relationships. What
is the value of solitude,
and can we find it in our
networked world? How
do our technologies
affect our striving for
work-family balance?
Can we multi-task our
relationships without
detriment? How are
Christians called on to
more?

Very early in the morning, while it was still dark, Jesus got up, left the
house and went off to a solitary place, where he prayed. — Mark 1:35

When is a time of stillness in your life?
Why might someone go off to a solitary place to pray? What is Jesus
modeling for us?

Social Inquiry
“…[T]he new communications technologies must be placed at the service of
the integral good of the individual and of the whole of humanity. If used
wisely, they can contribute to the satisfaction of the desire for meaning,
truth and unity which remain the most profound aspirations of each human
being… Is there a risk of being more distracted because our attention is
fragmented and absorbed in a world “other” than the one in which we live?
Do we have time to reflect critically on our choices and to foster human relationships which are truly deep and lasting? It is important always to remember that virtual contact cannot and must not take the place of direct
human contact with people at every level of our lives.”
—Pope Benedict XVI, Truth, Proclamation, and Authenticity of Life in the
Digital Age

The Christian
Family Movement:


Over 60 years of
strengthening marriages and families



Providing family
relevant program
materials



Helping our members to put their
faith into action
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Social Inquiry (continued)
Consider the following views and opinions:

“A woman in her seventies who has
meditated on a biblical reading every
morning since she was in her teens…
confessed that it is ever more difficult to
begin her spiritual exercises before she
checks her e-mail; the discipline to defer
opening her inbox is now part of her
devotional gesture…
Diane…tries to keep up by communicating during what used to be “downtime” –
the time when she might have daydreamed during a cab ride or while waiting in line or walking to work. This may
be time that we need (physiologically and
emotionally) to maintain our ability to
focus. But Diane does not permit it to
herself. And, of course, she uses our new
kind of time: the time of attention sharing.
…[W]omen, in particular, stress that the
networked life makes it possible for them
to keep their jobs and spend time with
their children. Yet, they also say that
their mobile devices eat away at their
time to think. One says, “I don’t have
enough time alone with my mind.”
Others say, “I have to struggle to make
time to think.” “I artificially make time to
think.” “I block out time to think.””
—Sherry Turkle, Alone Together,
pp154 & 167
“…[A]s the time we spend hopping across
links crowds out the time we devote to
quiet reflection and contemplation, the
circuits that support those old intellectual
functions and pursuits weaken and begin
to break apart. The brain recycles the
disused neurons and synapses for other,
more pressing work. We gain new skills
and perspectives but lose old ones.”
--Nicholas Carr, The Shallows, p120

“...[N]ew media technologies encourage
and exacerbate an older tendency among
salaried professionals to put work at the
heart of daily concerns, often at the expense of other sources of intimacy and
fulfillment. New media technologies from
mobile phones to laptops and tablet computers, have been marketed as devices
that give us the freedom to work where
we want, when we want, but little attention has been paid to the consequences of
this shift, which has seen work move out
of the office and into cafés, trains, living
rooms, dining rooms, and bedrooms.”

“Do we have time
to reflect

—Melinda J. Lewis, “Pedagogical Dimensions of Privacy, Secrecy, Solitude, and
Intimacy –and the Role of Online Technologies”

critically on our

“What would it be like if we stop multitasking our relationships? How much more
connected might we feel if we give our
partners our full attention? It might be
scary– maybe we haven’t connected in a
long time and we’re unsure what it will be
like…The benefits of full attention are
great: increased intimacy and attachment,
deeper connection and understanding,
and greater capacity for empathy. Giving
full attention also facilitates active listening skills, which improves communication.”
--Lindsey Hoskins, Couple & Family
Therapist, “Multitasking Our
Relationships”

relationships

Please Note: Each Social Inquiry section begins with
quotations gathered from a variety of sources and
meant to be thought provoking or to make members
aware of opinions in the public square. These are
some of the “Observed” voices in our world. The
opinions expressed are not necessarily endorsed by
Christian Family Movement or in keeping with Church
teaching. CFMers are encouraged to think critically
about how Christians, led by the Gospel of Jesus and
formed by Church teaching, can put their faith into
action in their homes, workplaces, and communities.

choices and to
foster human

which are truly
deep and
lasting?”
—Pope Benedict
XVI
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Observe
1. Where does your attention lie? Reflect on the past couple of days: What/whom
received your full attention?

Our Method:
Observe-Judge-Act

2. What are the results when you give your spouse or child your full attention (eye
contact, active-listening, etc.). What is lost? What is gained?

Observe

3. How much reflective time – downtime when you are alone with your thoughts – do
you have? When do these moments happen? Did you previously have more reflective time that is now occupied because of technology? What do you gain from
true downtime?

At this stage of the meeting, members should refrain from expressing their
opinions about facts. Try
to simply report, like any
good objective newspaper
reporter.

4. How does technology allow work life/extended social life to bleed into downtime,
prayer time, or family time?
5. When you or your spouse, friend, or child have one eye on a screen during your
conversation, what are the effects on your relationship?
6. Do you make time for prayer without distractions? If so, how?

Judge

Judge

1. What or who deserves your full attention? What changes would you need to make
to give your full attention to the people/things that warrant it?

For CFMers, to judge is not
to find another person sinful or holy; it is rather to
compare how things are
with how things should be,
in accord with Gospel values.

2. “If it is always possible to be in touch, when does one have the right to be
alone?” (Sherry Turkle, p173) How can we cultivate the ability and the opportunity
to be alone?
3. Due to the sheer volume of emails, calls, and texts we must respond to, do our
relationships and ministries become task-centered instead of person-centered?
How can we shift our focus?
4. How is our prayer life affected by our connectivity? How can we create solitude
for prayer?

Act
1. Make time for reflection and prayer. Schedule a weekend retreat, day of reflection, or a new time for daily prayer.
2. Make a spiritual offering of turning off your phone, computer, or mobile device for
a period of time each day.
3. Create a technology free zone for yourself.
4. Move some of your electronic work (i.e. planning, list-making, magazine subscriptions, etc.) to paper in order to model for your children less time on your electronic
devices.
5. Have “The Techlationship Talk” (See box on next page.)

Act
If the group judges
through prayer, reflection,
and observation that
things are not as they
should be, then ways to
bring about a change will
come forth from the
group. Actions listed here
are suggestions. The best
actions come from the
group.

The Christian Family Movement

The Techlationship Talk
Five basic questions every dating,
engaged and married couple should
discuss to make sure their virtual activities and technology habits don’t create
problems in their real-time relationship:


Is anybody not acceptable?



Is anytime off limits?

The Mission of CFM



Is anywhere (online) out of bounds?

 To promote Christcentered marriage and
family life.
 To help individuals and
their families to live the
Christian faith in everyday life.
 To improve society
through actions of love,
service, education and
example.



Is anything taboo?



Is anyplace (i.e. event or location)
not allowed?

“Be doers of the
Word, and not
merely hearers.”
James 1:22

CFM programs are
written by volunteers
from around the country. Do you have a talent for writing or editing that you would like
to share with CFM?

(Krafsky, K. Jason & Kelly Krafsky, 2011.
http://techlationships.com/2011/07/25/thetechlationship-talk/)

Announcements for the next
meeting:
Date:
_________________________________
Time:
_________________________________
Location:
_________________________________
Look ahead to the next meeting. Assign
group members to bring statistics about
technology users. Observe #2.
Who can we invite to join our group?

Closing Prayer
Invite group members to offer personal
petitions before closing with this prayer.

For the gifts of fellowship and understanding, of mutual respect and shared vision,
we are grateful.

Lord of Day and Night,
of Beginnings and Endings,
As we conclude this meeting,
we once again lift up our hearts to You.
Now, and in the days ahead, help us to
quiet ourselves and be still.

For the gifts of a desire for holiness and
insight into the common concerns we
share. For these and all other graces, we
are thankful.

As we listen for the whisper of your still
small voice, we trust that we will find you
ever present.
Thank you for the gifts with which you
have blessed this community of your
servants:

As You have blessed our coming together,
now bless our departure and journeys
homeward.
May Your blessing be upon us and our
families,
In the name of the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.
Amen.

Resources
CFM-USA National Office
P.O. Box 540550
Omaha, NE 68154
www.cfm.org
Phone: 800-581-9824
Fax: 888-354-1094
e-mail: office@cfm.org
© Copyright 2013
Christian Family Movement

For guidance from the church on the topics addressed in Connected Christian Living,
see Pope Benedict XVI’s message “Truth, Proclamation, and Authenticity of Life in the
Digital Age” (2011).
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xvi/messages/communications/
documents/hf_ben-xvi_mes_20110124_45th-world-communications-day_en.html

The Christian Family Movement

Connected Christian Living
Intimacy and Privacy: Your Marriage and Social Media
PART 2 of 3

Sign of the Cross
Gather & Report on Actions
Take a few minutes to let one another know how your life has been since
you last met. The Observe, Judge, Act method helps Christians to put their
faith into action in everyday life. What Action have you taken as a result of
your last CFM meeting?

Opening Prayer
Good and loving God,
Source of every grace and blessing,
We thank you this day for the gift of our marriage and our spouse,
And for the many gifts you have given us.
May we cherish all that you have generously bestowed on us.
Bless us as we gather here among your faithful people.
Send us your Spirit and be present among us,
in the mouths of all who speak,
in the ears of all who listen,
at the heart of all we say and do.
We ask in Jesus' name. Amen.

Scripture Reflection

About this Meeting:

Our marriage should be
our most intimate
human relationship.
Fidelity and privacy
create a space for
intimacy and vulnerability within our marriage.
What challenges to our
marital intimacy and
privacy does social
media present? How
can a Christian response
to and use of social
media support, protect,
and promote our most
important relationships?

Psalm 139:1-3,13,15,23-24

You have searched me, Lord,
and you know me.
You know when I sit and when I rise;
you perceive my thoughts from afar.
You discern my going out and my lying down;
you are familiar with all my ways…
For you created my inmost being;
you knit me together in my mother’s womb…
My frame was not hidden from you
when I was made in the secret place,
when I was woven together in the depths of the earth…
Search me, God, and know my heart;
test me and know my anxious thoughts.
See if there is any offensive way in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting.

The Christian
Family Movement:


Over 60 years of
strengthening marriages and families



Providing family
relevant program
materials



Helping our members to put their
faith into action

Our relationship with God invites us to an experience of true intimacy, of
allowing ourselves to be fully known to another whom we trust.

What are the characteristics of an intimate relationship with God?
What aspects of marriage reflect this intimate relationship?
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Social Inquiry
“You carry out the mission of the church
of the home when “[y]ou foster intimacy,
beginning with the physical and spiritual
union of the spouses, and extending in
appropriate ways to the whole family. To
be able to share yourself – good and bad
qualities – within a family and to be
accepted there is indispensable to forming a close relationship with the Lord.”
—United States Conference of Catholic
Bishops, Follow the Way of Love, p.10
“…[W]e journey through life seeking relationship and intimacy. Being completely
naked and vulnerable before my best
friend and then fully embraced with
genuine love and passion has got to be
like meeting God face to face. It’s no
wonder the Bible uses the love of husband and wife to attempt to describe
God’s love for all people. It’s a love filled
with passion, desire and delight. It’s a
love that is pure and good.”
—Leif Kehrwald, Marriage and the
Spirituality of Intimacy, p43
“Traditionally, the development of intimacy required privacy. Intimacy without
privacy reinvents what intimacy means.”
—Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p173
“When we talk about a profile being private, we mean a profile visible “only to
friends” which often number in the hundreds! (Some studies found 150 to be a
rough average). Since when has it become normal to refer to something visible to hundreds of people as private?
Counting friends of friends, the potential
immediate audience is tens of thousands.
Where is the private?...Thus, Facebook,
all of Facebook, is a quasi-public sphere.
The issue is that it is also an intimate
sphere. This shuffles the traditional equation of private=intimate and public=civic.

We now have intimate which is inherently
quasi-public. Millions of people are now
living out at least portions of their intimate
lives in a quasi-public setting.”
—Zeynep Tufekci, Sociologist, “Privacy Is a
Zombie: Quasi-Public Intimacy and
Facebook”

“…[T]he new
communications

“…[T]rue intimacy in a relationship happens over time…not in a day, week or even
a month. Think of your best friend…how
long did it take before you felt at the highest level of intimacy with them, where you
were able to trust them completely, or
share your deepest self? It’s the same in
romantic relationships…true intimacy
develops over time. But another important
element is needed for true intimacy…both
people in the relationship need to move
through the levels together. If I’m sharing
at [a higher level than] my partner is sharing…we’re not experiencing true intimacy.
I may feel closer because I’m sharing at a
higher level, but in reality what we have is
a false sense of intimacy (emphasis
added). In truth, intimacy is measured by
the person with the lower level of vulnerability…
—Barbara Wilson, “The Five Levels of
Intimacy”
“Divulging marriage issues through a
private, real time interaction with someone other than your spouse creates
intimacy with that person. Depending on
the motives of one or both people in the
chat session, things can quickly evolve
from sharing about a current, bad
marriage to setting a foundation for starting a new relationship.”
--K. Jason & Kelly Krafsky, “What Happens
on Facebook Can Ruin a Marriage”

technologies must
be placed at the
service of the
integral good of
the individual and
of the whole of
humanity. If used
wisely, they can
contribute to the
satisfaction of
the desire for
meaning, truth and
unity which remain
the most profound
aspirations of
each human
being…”
—Pope Benedict XVI
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Social Inquiry (cont.)
“This rapid growth of weak ties [via microblogs like Twitter] can be a very good
thing. Sociologists have long found that
“weak ties” greatly expand your ability to
solve problems…For example, if you’re
looking for a job…Remote acquaintances
will be much more useful, because
they’re farther afield, yet still socially
intimate enough to want to help you
out…It is also possible, though, that this
profusion of weak ties can become a
problem. If you’re reading daily updates
from hundreds of people about whom
they’re dating and whether they’re
happy, it might, some critics worry,
spread your emotional energy too thin,
leaving less for true intimate relationships.”
--Clive Thompson, “Brave New World of
Digital Intimacy,” NY Times, Sept 5, 2006

“Everything your marriage faces does not
have to be shared with family, friends, or
social networks. Once you share too
much information about your spouse or
marriage, you allow others’ opinions to
enter your life or situation. Those opinions or thoughts may not always be encouraging or bring life to your marriage.”
--Allison P. Uribe, Chaplain to the San
Antonio Police Dept., “Wives on Duty –
Social Networking and Your Marriage”

Our Method:
Observe-Judge-Act
Observe
At this stage of the meeting, members should refrain from expressing their
opinions about facts. Try
to simply report, like any
good objective newspaper
reporter.

Facebook was mentioned in a third of all
divorce filings in 2011.
—ABC News, May 24, 2012

Observe

Judge
For CFMers, to judge is not
to find another person sinful or holy; it is rather to
compare how things are
with how things should be,
in accord with Gospel values.

1. Consider the quotations above. How has social media affected your relationships?
2. Who is using social media technologies? Find and bring statistics on the demographics of social media users —Facebook users, Twitter users, mobile device owners, email users (e.g. age and marital status, divorce rates, etc.).
3. Why do we need intimacy? Privacy?
4. Give an example to demonstrate the positive or negative effects of technology and
social media on marriage.
5. Share an example of a time when electronic social networking took more of your
time or emotional energy than you had intended to give it.
6. What is something a person may share without much thought, then later regret?
How can the quickness and ease of access that technology creates play a role?

Act
If the group judges
through prayer, reflection,
and observation that
things are not as they
should be, then ways to
bring about a change will
come forth from the
group. Actions listed here
are suggestions. The best
actions come from the
group.
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Judge
1. What can happen to our marital intimacy when we spread our
emotional attention and private information around among
many other people?
2. Does online social networking enhance communication in a way
that builds healthy relationships or does it replace higher quality
communication? Can one-way communication (e.g. reading
Twitter or Facebook updates without replying) build relationships or does it lead to a false sense of intimacy?
3. How does our connectivity foster or hurt intimacy with our
friends, our children, our spouse?
4. How can we balance sharing things online versus only sharing
with close friends or family?
5. How has your connectivity affected your marriage? How can you
protect your marriage from outside opinions? How can you use
connectivity to support your marriage or someone else’s
marriage?

Act
1. Create boundaries to protect yourself, your spouse and your
marriage. Spend some time talking about what’s in bounds and
out of bounds and as a couple, agree on what boundaries you’ll
set as a couple. Other ideas for discussion can be found in “Our
Top Dozen Do’s and Don’ts for Facebooking Couples” by K. Jason
& Kelly Krafsky.
2. Read the excerpt from 10 Marital Principles for Social Media in
the box to the right. Take action based on the needs of your
marriage.
3. Use social media to promote marriage. (e.g. pass on the Marriage Moments you receive through CFM, publicly wish your
friends & family happy anniversary, promote marriage-building
resources like foryourmarriage.org)

PART 2 OF 3

Marital Principles for Social Media
Don’t Over-share. When using social media,
make it a point to NOT share your entire life
and ALL of your thoughts, hopes, dreams, passions and convictions. Keep that for your
spouse!
Keep it Public. If you’re going to use Facebook
or Twitter to communicate, try to keep it out
in the open and not through private messaging. Especially when talking with someone of
the opposite sex who isn’t your spouse!
Does your spouse know your passwords?
Make sure that your spouse has access to all
of your online profiles. Let him or her know
that they are free to log in at any time to see
what’s going on. This means that transparency
reigns in your relationship.
Get Your Privacy Settings In Order. Make sure
your social network privacy settings are configured in a way that protects you and your
family.
Be prepared and Have a Plan in Place. You
can control the way you use the Internet and
specifically social networks. However, we can’t
control the way others use it. Make sure to
have a Family Plan in place for when online
predators come “knocking on your door.”
Maybe it’s an old boyfriend or girlfriend, a coworker, or just an acquaintance trying to contact you. Will you try to hide it from your
spouse and pretend like it never happened or
will you bring it out in the open and discuss
how you as a family will respond together in
unity?
Excerpted from 10 Marital Principles for Social
Media, by Daniel Rohrdanz.

The Christian Family Movement

Announcements for the next meeting
Date:
_________________________________

Location:
______________________________

Time:
_________________________________

Look ahead to Meeting 3 Observes. Ask
your children for information before the
next meeting.

Closing Prayer
The Mission of CFM

Invite spouses to join hands and pray together while the leader reads this prayer.
Loving Father,

 To promote Christcentered marriage and
family life.
 To help individuals and
their families to live the
Christian faith in everyday life.
 To improve society
through actions of love,
service, education and
example.
“Be doers of the
Word, and not
merely hearers.”
James 1:22

We thank you for the gift of each other and our marriage. Fill our marriage with your
love and empower us to love each other more. Give us the wisdom and strength to rely
on you every day. Make of our relationship a safe harbor, where we cultivate openness,
honesty, and trust. Protect us from distractions that could interfere with us seeking you
with our whole hearts. May we constantly seek your presence and power in our
marriage. Unify us with you and each other.
Grant us the ability to respect each other, and help us to find ways to serve each other.
Help us to manage our time well so that we can protect our time together. Protect our
marriage from evil influences and temptations that can pull us away from you and each
other. May we forgive each other quickly when we do make mistakes, so no bitterness
will develop between us. Give us the discernment we need to deal wisely with challenging situations.
Finally, Lord, grant us the ability to see beyond just the two of us to the greater world
and how our marriage can be a blessing in it. Show us how we can serve others together
and use our marriage to build up your kingdom on earth. Amen.

What makes CFM different from other small faith communities
and study groups?
CFM is peer ministry. Lay men and women invite their friends to join them in a faith building and
family enriching experience.
CFM involves the whole family. Adults plan ways to include their children in the actions and social
events they organize at their monthly meetings.
An International Movement —CFM members become part of a network of families all over the
world who are living their faith in action.
CFM-USA National Office
P.O. Box 540550
Omaha, NE 68154
www.cfm.org
Phone: 800-581-9824
Fax: 888-354-1094
e-mail: office@cfm.org
© Copyright 2013
Christian Family Movement

A Shared Mission —CFM teaches members to see themselves as a vital part of the Body of Christ,
engaging them in the mission of Jesus.
A Shared Method —CFM is an experience of faith formation that connects families and teaches them
how to Observe their lives and society, Judge how Christians should respond, and then put their faith
into practice.
Action. Action sets a CFM group apart from a study group. A CFM meeting should result in a
change in our way of living, or it is an empty exercise. CFM groups are meant to form people through
actions that result from the social inquiry and discussions.

The Christian Family Movement

Connected Christian Living: Connectivity
and Our Children
PART 3 of 3

Sign of the Cross
Gather & Report on Actions
What Action have you taken as a result of your last CFM meeting?

Opening Prayer
Heavenly Creator,
Help us to recognize your presence among us as we pray and share
together today. We thank you for the gift of our children. You have generously entrusted them to our care. Show us how best to guide them. Teach
us what to give and what to withhold. Give us the grace to guide them in
virtue by way of our example. Give us peace, and patience, and teach us
to love them as you love us. May our coming together today strengthen us
and bring us hope, that we may persevere in our calling as Christian parents. We ask this in the name of Jesus our savior and brother. Amen.

Scripture Reflection
He put before them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven may be compared to someone who sowed good seed in his field; but while everybody
was asleep, an enemy came and sowed weeds among the wheat, and then
went away. So when the plants came up and bore grain, then the weeds
appeared as well. And the slaves of the householder came and said to him,
‘Master, did you not sow good seed in your field? Where, then, did these
weeds come from?’ He answered, ‘An enemy has done this.’ The slaves said
to him, ‘Then do you want us to go and gather them?’ But he replied, ‘No;
for in gathering the weeds you would uproot the wheat along with them.
Let both of them grow together until the harvest; and at harvest time I will
tell the reapers, Collect the weeds first and bind them in bundles to be
burned, but gather the wheat into my barn.’” —Matthew 13:24-30.
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right,
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable — if anything is
excellent or praiseworthy — think about such things. Whatever you have
learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me — put it into practice.
And the God of peace will be with you. —Philippians 4:8-9

About this Meeting:

This meeting focuses on
the challenges our
children face because of
their hyperconnectedness. Parents
will assess how current
technologies are affecting their children and
learn how other parents
are addressing these
challenges in their own
families. This meeting
will help parents to set
reasonable boundaries
and choose strategies to
free their children from
the pressures and anxiety that their hyperconnectedness may
cause while allowing
them to grow into
mature Christians. How
can parents guide their
children to the best use
of today’s technology?

The Christian
Family Movement:


Over 60 years of
strengthening marriages and families



Providing family
relevant program
materials



Helping our members to put their
faith into action

How does St. Paul tell us to live so as not to be choked by weeds?
Raising our children in an imperfect world can be likened to caring for
wheat that must grow alongside the weeds until the harvest. How can
we discern which influences on our children (activities, friends, technologies, messages, etc.) are excellent and praiseworthy and which are
choking weeds?
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Social Inquiry
“Connectivity becomes a craving; when
we receive a text or e-mail, our nervous
system responds by giving us a shot of
dopamine. We are stimulated by connectivity itself. We learn to require it, even
as it depletes us. A new generation already suspects this is the case. I think of
a sixteen-year-old girl who tells me,
“Technology is bad because people are
not as strong as its pull.””
—Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p227.
“Texting, IMing, e-mailing -- anything, in
fact, that's not immediate and face-toface -- has a bonus…: It allows a buffer
against awkwardness during what's already an awkward (and emotionally
freighted) age...The more richly you engage someone, the more potential there
is for embarrassment…Short text messages relieve kids of that anxiety.”
—Nathan Freier quoted in “How Texting
Changes the Way Kids Communicate”
“Yet Ahan knows that she cannot simply
walk away from her online life, because
the people she knows online won’t stop
talking about her, or posting unflattering
photos. She needs to stay on Facebook
just to monitor what’s being said about
her. This is a common complaint I heard,
particularly from people in their 20s who
were in college when Facebook appeared
and have never lived as adults without
online awareness. For them, participation
isn’t optional. If you don’t dive in, other
people will define who you are. So you
constantly stream your pictures, your
thoughts, your relationship status and
what you’re doing — right now! — if only
to ensure the virtual version of you is accurate, or at least the one you want to
present to the world… Young people at
college are the ones to experience this
most viscerally, because, with more than
90 percent of their peers using Facebook,

it is especially difficult for them to opt
out.”
—Clive Thompson, “Brave New World of
Digital Intimacy,” NY Times, Sept 5, 2006
“Young teens may have trouble taking appropriate breaks from their cell phones
and Facebook, in a seemingly allconsuming desire to know what peers are
thinking and saying about them at every
moment. In these ways, social media can
place added stress on kids’ process of
identity formation during these critical
years.”
—“Anti-Social Networking: How do texting
and social media affect our children”

“It is important
always to
remember that
virtual contact
cannot and must

“For the younger generation of multitaskers, the great electronic din is an expected
part of everyday life. And given what neuroscience and anecdotal evidence have
shown us, this state of constant intentional self-distraction could well be of profound detriment to individual and cultural
well-being.”
—Christine Rosen, “The Myth of
Multitasking” 2008.
“…[I]t is common to see a group of friends
hanging out together at a restaurant or
bar and for none of the friends to be
speaking to each other because they are
fixated with text message conversations
on their cell phones with other people
who are not present…The tendency — and
preference — for Americans to communicate with other people through…text messages and phone calls has inhibited their
social skills, conversation skills and their
ability to relate and communicate with
each other in person.”
—Brian Heuberger, “Sociological Effects of
the Cell Phone”

not take the
place of direct
human contact
with people at
every level of
our lives.”
—Pope Benedict
XVI
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Observe
1. If applicable, ask your children: “During what times of day are you NOT electronically networked to your peers (e.g. class time, homework, bedtime, etc)? What
effects does your level of connectivity to your peers have on you? Do you wish you
were more or less electronically connected to your friends? To your parents?”
2. How often, and for what purpose, do your children communicate using each of the
following: cell phone calls, text messaging, blogging, Instant Messaging, FaceTime,
social networking, Twitter, message boards, email, chat rooms, massively multiplayer online games (including role-playing games)? Who are they communicating
with?
3. Ask two families with school aged children: What technologies do your children
use (cell phone, tablet, smart phone, etc.)? What boundaries do you set for their
use (e.g. when? where?)?
4. Consider the electronic devices and means of communication that your children
use: What do you see as the benefits of using these technologies?

Judge
1. How does online communication affect children’s relationships and happiness? If
we combine virtual and physical togetherness, do today’s children spend too much
time with peers?
2. In what ways does connectivity benefit our children? What limits can we place on
our children to allow them to reap the benefits of today’s technology while
minimizing its risks?
3. If our children’s connectivity allows for instant access to parents and peers, do we
remove the pressure to develop the independence we have associated with moving forward into young adulthood? How can we cultivate our children’s independence from us and from their peers?
4. How can we cultivate our child’s ability to be alone and reflect on his thoughts and
emotions in private?
5. What activities do your children partake in that you see as healthy and lifeenriching? How can you create more opportunities for these or other worth-while
activities?
6. Given technology’s challenges to personal growth, how can we help our children
grow to become mature adults who can give themselves fully to another in
marriage?

Our Method:
Observe-Judge-Act
Observe
At this stage of the meeting, members should refrain from expressing their
opinions about facts. Try
to simply report, like any
good objective newspaper
reporter.

Judge
For CFMers, to judge is not
to find another person sinful or holy; it is rather to
compare how things are
with how things should be,
in accord with Gospel values.

Act
If the group judges
through prayer, reflection,
and observation that
things are not as they
should be, then ways to
bring about a change will
come forth from the
group. Actions listed here
are suggestions. The best
actions come from the
group.
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Act
1. Evaluate and adjust the boundaries and time limits you have for your children’s
use of electronic communication. Explain to your child why these are necessary.
Set an example for your children by setting boundaries for yourself.
2. Teach your children to contemplate daily how they have acted online. Were their
actions consistent with their goal of serving God? Were they truthful? Did they
use their time wisely?

Other CFM Programs
Saints: Friends of the
Family
10 meetings, hardcopy

3. Research any forms of electronic communication that were discussed during the
meeting that you were unfamiliar with. Being informed will help you to make wise
choices and set boundaries for your family.
4. Encourage your children’s healthy activities. Teach them to value true community
and face-to-face activity. Open your home as a place for your children and their
friends to gather.
5. Choose another action based on the discussion. Share it with the group.

Works of Mercy: Acts of
Love
8 meetings, hardcopy

Action in the meeting
1. As a group, decide on the CFM program materials you will use for the next meetings. Assign a group member to order or download and distribute the materials to
the group.
2. If you have not yet registered your group, please take a moment to complete your
membership forms. (Form can be found on the last page of this meeting.)

Registration & Choosing your next CFM Program
One way that CFM accomplishes its mission is by providing meeting guides (program books)
to its members for use in their small groups. These guides are provided as a benefit of
membership. Other benefits include the bi-monthly ACT e-newsletter and supplementary
electronic meetings on the CFM website. Program books may not be purchased without
membership, since CFM is not a bookseller.

We invite you to join the Christian Family Movement.
If you haven’t already, please take the time to register your group. Registration ensures that
you receive our national newsletter and remain connected to the national movement.
To register: Send completed registration forms (or a list of members and their email
addresses) along with all donations, to the CFM-USA national office (P.O. Box 540550,
Omaha, NE 68154).
Your group can choose any CFM program guide for your membership year. Visit our website www.cfm.org for a complete list of our programs.

Wisdom and Grace for
Marriage and Parenting
5 meetings, pdf format

The Christian Family Movement

Closing Prayer
If you bring children to your meeting, consider inviting them to join the adults for the closing
prayer.

Invite group members to offer personal petitions before closing with this prayer.

The Mission of CFM
 To promote Christcentered marriage and
family life.
 To help individuals and
their families to live the
Christian faith in everyday life.
 To improve society
through actions of love,
service, education and
example.

“Be doers of the
Word, and not
merely hearers.”
James 1:22

Loving God,
You are the giver of all we possess, the source of all our blessings.
We thank and praise you.
Thank you for the gift of our children.
Help us to set boundaries for them, and yet encourage them to explore.
Give us the strength and courage to treat each day as a fresh start.
May our children come to know you, the one true God,
and Jesus Christ, whom you have sent.
May your Holy Spirit help them to grow in faith, hope, and love,
so they may know peace, truth, and goodness.
May their ears hear your voice.
May their eyes see your presence in all things.
May their lips proclaim your word.
May their hearts be your dwelling place.
May their hands do works of charity.
May their feet walk in the way of Jesus Christ,
Your Son and our Lord. Amen.
(Catholic: Prayer for Catholic Families. Loyola Press: Chicago, 1998)

Thank you for sharing our mission
& making a difference

CFM-USA National Office
P.O. Box 540550
Omaha, NE 68154
www.cfm.org
Phone: 800-581-9824
Fax: 888-354-1094
e-mail: office@cfm.org

© Copyright 2013
Christian Family Movement

For today & for the future

Help another family

If CFM has enriched your family, help to
keep CFM strong & growing for today’s
families and for future generations.

Your donation enables us to make our materials available to new or struggling families at reduced or no cost. It also supports
CFM around the world.

You are CFM
Most of the work of the movement is done
by individual members who absorb their
own expenses. Donations from members
and supporters cover the administrative
costs of a small national office, outreach
to new families, and advertising to make
our mission and programs known to new
members, pastors, and family life ministers.

Send to:
CFM National Office
P.O. Box 540550
Omaha, NE 68154
Donations are tax deductible.
Give online at www.cfm.org
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Prayer for the Christian Family Movement
Holy Trinity, you are a family.
We believe you wish our families to reflect your heavenly community.
Jesus has called us to family ministry, and asked his heavenly Father not to take us
from the world, but to deliver us from evil.
And so we pray for the Christian Family Movement, that present members may grow in
grace and that new families may join us.
Through good example and prayer, may our homes become that which you desire
them to be: true domestic churches, temples of your glory, and schools of humanity,
ushering in the reign of God.
Amen.

